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Remote entanglement stabilization for superconducting qubits 
 
This theoretical internship/PhD thesis, with potential of direct application to some 
experiments performed by the experimentalists of our QUANTIC team at ENS, has for goal to 
address some of the scaling issues for quantum information processing with superconducting 
qubits. In this regard, remote entanglement of spatially separated quantum systems could be 
considered as a powerful resource towards a modular approach. In such an approach, the 
quantum information is encoded, protected and locally manipulated in small units consisting 
of a few cavity modes or/and few qubits and the communication between modules is ensured 
through quantum teleportation techniques. Sharing of a pair of entangled subsystems between 
two modules is central for these teleportation protocols. While this isolation of the modules 
simplifies the scaling by avoiding any undesired cross-talk between the units, the absence of 
local interactions leads to difficulties for entanglement generation.  
 
Through this internship/PhD thesis, we aim in designing an efficient stabilization protocol for 
such remotely entangled states. Such a stabilization scheme should not only, deterministically, 
generate a maximally entangled state but also protect this state against various decoherence 
channels. In order to circumvent the requirement for local interactions, we will exploit the 
possibility of coupling the distant qubits to quantum correlated noise sources. Our initial 
choice for such a source of correlated microwave drives is the two-mode squeezed fields. In a 
recent experiment [1], the experimentalists of the QUANTIC team illustrated that a Josephson 
parametric multi-wave mixing device is capable of producing, very efficiently, such usable 
EPR (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen) states of microwave light. We will explore the possibility of 
integrating such a device in a remote entanglement stabilization scheme. 
 
[1] E. Flurin, N. Roch, F. Mallet, M. Devoret, B. Huard, Phys. Rev. Lett 109, 183901 (2012). 
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